SPIRITUAL SLIME
Houston Vicinity – Texas, USA
THE GREAT WAY SAYS:
Listen. What do you hear? Longing, wanting to go to a higher realm in Me. What is
lacking? I will show you. I will show you, servant. Just look. Just look. Apathy: a lot of
quoting the Word, a lot of striving by a few, those who long for more. I will bring a shift
in the earth way to bring a new way into this church detail.
You will lead a great deal in church gatherings to move past tradition, for there is so
much more. There is so much more than just showing up: One must want to meet with
Me. One must meet with Me throughout the week, not just at a Sunday gathering.
People want power. People want a new way in Kingdom power, yet most would choose
to just move on the shoulders or coattails of others. There must be true sacrifice. There
must be something that is given within where you would fully yield to My will and
embrace My will. There must be relationship. There must be a shift, a change. There
must be more than looks. There must be more, servant.
Don't go by works. Do not go by shouting in the flesh. See, I do not look at that. I look
at a person's heart, yet many think I will embrace their way in their church details. Your
way must truly yield to all that the Great King would reveal. People honor Me with their
lips, but their spirit is dying, or some are still without Me.
There must be a shift. There must be a true awakening. There must be a turning in the
spirit way, where all will truly drink from My Great Spirit.
What has your spirit noticed in this church detail? This way is a new building that you
have been given to review in this way. See it. See it and look at what must take way. I
will show you a spiritual deficiency. There are so many who would do their own way,
but look and see: In Kingdom living, the Great King must truly lead in each detail—not
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flesh, and not your knowledge of Scripture; for you must yield in your spirit to the Great
Holy Spirit and do whatever plan is given through the Great I AM.
Walk in the Spirit, not in works, nor in your level of quoting Scripture. Amen. Amen and
Amen.
SEERSGATE SAYS:
Slime: I never knew there would be that detail in a spiritual way with any plan. There
would seem to be normal activity, yet the Great King made it so the servant was able to
truly see His will. What does slime do in presentation details? Let's say you were a
slimed person: you would stick to the surface as with gum, but the detail would be all
over you in a way to fully be a suffocating detail.
With gum stuck to your shoes, it would hinder but not keep you in one place. But
imagine a great level of a gummy substance all over you, in covering the whole spirit:
There would be a deep plan of sitting in your gum while even in the most Spirit-filled
place. This way will show you that even in a great service filled with the Great Way's
presence, there may be a great longing in that person, yet they may be moving under
spiritual substances of a slimy nature.
This would show you there may need to be an act that is more than shouting in a
fleshly way to gain glory details with God.
People would think that there may not be any substance in the spirit realm such as this,
but one must truly see that there are major details we may not have a will to embrace,
yet it doesn't mean it is not true. There will be great details learned in training with God
in this new work way.
Look for the King to move in giving deeper ways to deal with church and worldly
movings, in a way to bring a deep shift to change circumstances, to move in power
ways with King Jesus.
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